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Abstract—This paper discusses the conceptual design and
operation of an isolated power system, recognizing the reality
that generator or turbine trips will occur. The level of reserve
generating capacity must be set with proper balancing of
capital expenditures and operating costs against revenue lost
in a production shutdown. The way that reserve capacity is
provided is as important as the amount of reserve; seemingly
adequate reserve can turn out to be badly insufficient if it is not
well distributed across the available reserve sources.
The dynamic behavior of reserve capacity, as much as the
amount of capacity that is ultimately available, is critical in
determining how an isolated facility will behave in the wake of
a unit trip or the loss of a grid connection.
In this paper, experiences with detailed dynamic simulations
of a range of isolated systems are described. These are
related to test work and operational incidents that have
provided practical calibrations. Based on simulation and
experience, some guidelines are offered for configuring
generation and selecting strategies for maintaining stability in
large, isolated continuous-process facilities.

islanded system, and the importance of a proper loadshedding system to ultimately maintain power system stability.
II. CASE STUDIES
This section relates experiences with two large industrial oil
and gas production complexes for which the authors did
extensive analytical studies.
A. Asia
The first complex is a large oil and gas production system
located in Asia. This complex is capable of producing
approximately 600,000 barrels of oil per day. It has a
distributed power generation complex as shown in simplified
form as Fig. 1.

Index Terms—dynamic stability, islanded power generation,
incremental reserve margin, model validation, single-shaft gas
turbine, spinning reserve, transient stability, load shedding.
I. INTRODUCTION
A common misconception is that the so-called “spinning
reserve” in a power system can be evaluated satisfactorily by
simply summing up the amount of connected generating
capacity and subtracting the amount of connected load. An
isolated (or islanded) system designed simply to have the
difference between these totals greater than the largest
potential loss of generation, or increase in load, is not very
secure. The power system will experience difficulties in
disturbances that seemingly should not affect it. This becomes
extremely important when the facility’s power system operates
in isolation from a utility grid, either as a normal condition or in
the wake of an event that interrupts a connection to a strong
grid.
An islanded power system poses different operational
“dynamics” on power generation units than those found on a
strong utility grid. This paper focuses on the operation of large
industrial-frame turbine-generation units in an islanded power
system. It examines the limitations of turbine and governor
response, the importance of accurately modeling the dynamic
response of the turbine, validation of a turbine model, system
design and operational considerations of multiple units in the

Fig. 1 Simplified One-Line Diagram of the Asian Complex

The system has three distinct production areas, each
having a power generation station. Generation Station No. 1
has four early-generation, 32 MW, single-shaft, industrialframe gas turbine units. Generation Station No. 2 has three
relatively new, 34.5 MW, single-shaft, industrial-frame units.
Generation Station No. 3 has two 105 MW units. All generating
units are industrial-frame, single-shaft, gas turbine-driven, aircooled generators. The three facilities are connected together
by 110 kV redundant tie lines. Generation Stations No. 2 and 3
are outdoor, air-insulated substations arranged in a doublebus, single-breaker arrangement. A redundant, limited-capacity
utility tie with the national grid is maintained for standby power
import. It should be noted that with the power system arranged
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in this manner, the 110 kV substation for Generation Station
No. 2 becomes a power wheeling substation between
Generation Station No. 3 and Generation Station No. 1.
Prior to the recent addition of Generation Station No. 3 and
its associated production load, six of the seven units of
Generation Stations No. 1 and 2 were used to handle the
entire system power load. A spinning reserve margin of
approximately 20 MW was left between the total generation
and total load. Historically, if a single generation unit tripped,
the power system was minimally impacted. The limited
capacity tie to the utility and power that the remaining
generation units could quickly assume, called the incremental
reserve margin (IRM), easily picked up the load displaced by
the tripped unit.
The two large units at Generation Station No. 3 were added
with the expectation that these machines could be operated
fully loaded and supply 75 percent of the total complex load.
The remaining 25 percent of the complex load would be
supplied by the three newer generation units at Generation
Station No. 2. The Generation Station No. 1 units could be
shut down and either dismantled or maintained as standby
units held in ready reserve.
Neither the project personnel nor the power generation
OEM (original equipment manufacturer) representatives
understood the implications of having two generation units
carry the majority of the power system load and the dynamics
imparted by tripping one of these large units at full load. In the
event of the loss of one large generation unit, the power
system would now be required to pick up 37 percent of the
load on the remaining online machines; whereas in the past,
the loss of a single, smaller unit represented a pickup of
approximately 19 percent of the load. The sudden step of
37 percent of total system load on the online machines
represents a significant event on this power system, even with
the assistance of the limited utility tie. Study work showed that
the response capability of the remaining online generation
units was not sufficient to handle such an event. The utility tie
helped to provide immediate incremental reserve, but study
results indicated varying amounts of load shedding might still
be required to maintain the system.

Power generation for this complex is essentially located in
two areas. The older portion of the facility has a southern
power station with eight 20 MW units and three 35 MW units. A
newer northern generation station has three 105 MW units. All
generating units are single-shaft, industrial-frame machines.
The entire power system is self-contained (islanded) with no
connection to the external national grid.
The northern generation station produces both power and
process steam and is located over 70 kilometers away from
the southern generation station. The two generation stations
are interconnected by a 230 kV transmission line. Power is
distributed to the entire production field by 115 kV transmission
lines. The loads on this system are predominantly induction
motors. The total system load averages 430 MW. To support
this load, the three large generation units at the northern
station are operated at nearly base-loaded condition, and
generally, eight smaller units at the southern station are
operated with a spinning reserve margin of approximately
40 MW.
This facility experienced an instrumentation failure on one
of the large northern station turbines. The result was the
tripping of the unit and, within minutes, the collapse of the
entire power system. Multiple layers of underfrequency load
shedding totaling more than the lost generation were triggered,
but the system still collapsed.
In the case of the Asian system, a planning study
anticipated operational problems. In the Indonesian case,
studies were undertaken to explain the behavior of the system
after the event and to plan measures to prevent recurrences. A
review of the Indonesian event revealed that the magnitude of
the load-shedding stages initiated by underfrequency relaying
was too small to arrest the frequency decay. This is further
explained in the next section.
III. LIMITATIONS OF TURBINE GOVERNOR RESPONSE
So why was an underfrequency load-shedding system with
what was thought to be adequate spinning reserve unable to
save the Indonesian system? Was it not possible for the
turbine governors to simply push the turbines to utilize their
spinning reserve?
The governor controls for large, industrial-frame turbine
generators have traditionally been designed with the
expectation that they will be connected to a strong utility grid
and that speed (frequency) variations will be minimal. The oil
and gas industries, however, are placing facilities in remote
locations where there is no utility tie or the utility system is
weak. In these environments, the turbines can experience
large variations of speed, and their ability to respond to these
changes is critical to the security of the system. The events
may be as simple as a large motor start, loss of a generation
unit, failure of a switchgear bus or transmission/distribution
line, or loss of the fuel gas supply to the engines.
Understanding the response limitations of the engine is very
important.
It is also important to understand that the arithmetic
difference between connected capacity and load is not a useful
indication of the generating units’ ability to pick up load on the
time scale needed to arrest a rapid fall of frequency.
Terminology is important. This paper uses “spinning reserve”
to refer to the difference between present turbine-generator
output and the maximum that can be achieved, up to thermal
limits, given sufficient time, without starting another unit.
Additionally, “incremental reserve margin” is used in this paper

B. Indonesia
The second case study involved a large oil production
complex located in Indonesia. This complex produces
approximately 300,000 barrels of oil per day and has a
distributed power generation complex as shown in simplified
form as Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Simplified One-Line Diagram for Indonesian
Islanded Power System
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The decay of speed can only be arrested and corrected
when, and if, the governors can bring the collective turbine
power up to match and exceed the collective load. In this
context, it is important to recognize that the maximum output
allowed by the gas turbine controls is reduced roughly in
proportion to the square of the speed as the turbine speed
decreases. This limitation on output does not appear
instantaneously; it is imposed as the measured exhaust
temperature rises and the temperature limiting controller takes
command of fuel flow. The limitation on turbine output may
cause an event that seems initially to be survivable to evolve
into a power system collapse.
In Fig. 4, three units of the isolated system were running
near site-rated base load, supplying a total load of
approximately 280 MW. A unit carrying 93 MW tripped,
causing a very rapid decay of system frequency. Significant
load shedding was necessary because of this sudden loss of
33 percent of online generation on essentially base-loaded
machines. Underfrequency relaying was set to drop load in
excess of equivalent generation in several stages of
approximately 20 MW each. The dashed line (Series 1)
represents turbine speed (or system frequency). The black
solid line (Series 3) represents the electrical power output of
the generator. The gray solid line (Series 2) represents the
mechanical power output of the turbine. Again, the electrical
load on the generator jumps instantly. The turbine governor
starts to respond but is limited immediately by the temperature
limit. Speed decreases rapidly under this large step load.
Underfrequency relaying operates, and at about 12 seconds,
speed appears to stabilize. At about 16 seconds, the system
seemingly recovers. Fig. 5 shows this same exact plot, but with
time extended to 24 seconds. At 18 seconds, it becomes
obvious that the system is crashing.

to describe the increase in output that can be achieved in a
short time interval, typically 5 to 10 seconds.
As a general guide, the gas turbine can be expected to
quickly pick up 10 to 15 percent of its site-rated capability and
then assume additional loading at a rate of 0.5 percent (of its
site output rating) per second. This is very different from
assuming that the full spinning reserve is instantaneously
available.
Fig. 3 illustrates this delayed response. The Indonesian
100 MW machine was loaded to 92 MW, and a step load of
approximately 5 MW was added at 5 seconds. The solid black
line (Series 1) represents turbine speed (or system frequency).
Notice that it dips as the step load is added. The thin black line
(Series 3) represents the electrical power output of the
generator. The change in electrical output is instantaneous.
The gray line (Series 2) represents the mechanical power
output of the turbine. It is not an instantaneous step. The initial
instantaneous electrical change is determined by Kirchoff’s
laws and system impedance; it is not affected by turbine
characteristics or even by turbine-generator inertia. The
subsequent oscillatory component of electrical response is
determined by impedances and mechanical inertias. The
response of turbine power, on the other hand, is determined by
the combined influences of the thermal characteristics, the
turbine governor, and the supervising elements of the turbine
controls that are intended to avoid damaging conditions in the
turbine.
There is a clear lag between the generator output and the
turbine power output. It took nearly 5 seconds for the turbine
governor and the fuel control valve to add enough fuel to
increase the turbine power output to match the power demand
on the generator.
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Fig. 3 Power Output and Speed of an Industrial-Frame Turbine and
Generator, Small Load Step Response

Fig. 4 Power Output and Speed of an Industrial-Frame Turbine and
Generator, Apparent Successful Recovery

The difference between electrical power and turbine power
creates an accelerating or decelerating torque on the turbinegenerator shafts. The system speed (frequency) continues to
decay until the collective turbine power output matches or
exceeds the collective electrical demand. In this particular
instance, speed dipped by only 16 rpm before recovering.
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to cover the load, the dynamic response of those remaining will
not be able to cover the loss of one unit, even if the arithmetic
summations suggest that there is adequate spinning reserve.
Under these circumstances, load shedding will be essential.
Capital planning of unit sizes, the design of load-shedding
systems, and the broad range of related operational issues all
require dynamic simulation studies in which the response
capabilities of turbines are modeled comprehensively.
IV. VALIDATING THE TURBINE AND TURBINE
GOVERNOR MODEL

Fig. 5 Power Output and Speed of an Industrial-Frame Turbine and
Generator, Failed Recovery

Studies of system behavior must accurately take into
account turbine limitation such as is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
This requires accurate models of governors and turbine
controls for valid simulations.
When a given facility load is covered by a large number of
generating units (e.g., five or more), the loss of one unit might
be covered adequately by the dynamic response of those
remaining online. If a smaller number of larger units are used
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Fig. 7 shows the measured data from a step response test
of one of the engines located at the Indonesian facility. The
three 100 MW units were connected to an islanded utility grid
and loaded to approximately 85 percent. The governor speedload reference for northern generation station Unit No. 2 was
stepped upward to make the engine increase its output by
8 MW. After 50 seconds, the speed-load reference was
stepped back to its original setting. The plot shows the fuel
command signal, rotor speed, (electrical) power output, and
power reference signal. Because of the large size of the
turbine in relation to the size of the isolated power system, it
was necessary to limit the test steps to 8 MW; the turbine
could have made larger steps, but these would have caused
unacceptable changes in system frequency.

A. Tests for Model Validation
The response tests needed for validation of dynamic
performance models can be undertaken generally as follows:
1.

Test a unit that will fairly represent the type under
consideration.
2. Record the following signals at a rate of at least
10 samples per second:
a. Generator MW
b. Turbine fuel command
c. Turbine compressor speed (if a multishaft engine
and if available)
d. Turbine power shaft speed (generator speed or
frequency)
e. Turbine exhaust temperature
f. Turbine pressure ratio (if available)
3. If circumstances allow operation into a resistive load
bank, switch the load on and off to produce steps
ranging from 5 to 15 percent of the rated output.
4. Where the generator must be tested in its service
connection, initiate changes of output by making step
changes to the governor speed-load reference so as
to change the output by amounts between 5 and
15 percent. Note that the output changes of the test
may change the frequency of the power system if the
test generator is large in relation to the system of
which it is a part.
5. In both test situations, apply output increase steps
that will take the turbine decisively up to its exhaust
temperature limit; for example, apply a step that
would take the turbine from 95 to 102 percent output
in the absence of the limit.
It can be anticipated that test personnel would need to be
on site at least a day prior to the test to discuss the test
procedure, prepare operational loading plans, and set up
recording systems. It is imperative that the recording system
be tested and proven in normal operation prior to the start of
testing.

Fig. 7 Actual Plot of Test Data for a 110 MW Industrial-Frame
Turbine Engine

Fig. 8 shows the model simulation of the test shown in
Fig. 7 after all model parameters had been adjusted to
correspond to known as-built values where applicable and to
give the required fair match of simulation to test. The good
correspondence between simulation and test validates the
model for use in system studies.

B. Model Validation
Testing does not validate a dynamic model. Model
validation is an analytical process based on test results. Each
of the tests made as described above should be simulated with
the dynamic model proposed to represent the machine. The
parameters of the model are adjusted until the behavior shown
by the model in a simulation of each test is a fair match to the
observed test behavior. A perfect fit between a single test
recording and simulation result is rarely achieved and is less
important than achieving a fair fit over a range of magnitudes
of test disturbance and a range of initial loading levels. This
process requires exact knowledge of the way the tests were
conducted, expertise in modeling, and sound knowledge of the
turbine and controls under consideration. This analytical part of
the exercise is more demanding than the test phase in terms of
the availability of expertise, elapsed time, and cost. Attempts to
minimize cost by having test work done by field technical staff
and analytical work by other specialists have been notably
unsuccessful.
It is fair to regard dynamic model validation as a significant
expense when taken on its own. However, the costs of failed
system performance because of inaccurate analysis in the
planning stage are significantly greater.

Fig. 8 Plot of Results for a Model of the Engine Plotted in Fig. 7
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V. SIMULATION STUDIES AND
GENERATOR CONFIGURATION

the load composition (induction motor, synchronous motor,
resistive loads, electronic loads), and system inertia
(H constant). For approximately the first second, this decay will
occur regardless of the type or quality of the turbine governor.
As an example of both extremes of governor control action,
Fig. 9 shows the initial decay rate is identical for turbine
governors running in base load (no speed control) and
governors in droop mode (speed control with power bias
factor). Therefore, for all power systems, an underfrequency
load-shedding system will only detect a frequency decay after
the initiating condition of a power deficit. As shown previously,
this delayed response time can quite frequently result in a
cascading blackout.

What should be the approach to validating the configuration
for an islanded power generation system? The first step is to
realize that there is a difference between an electrical transient
stability study and a power system dynamic study. The
transient stability study usually concentrates on events that are
of very short duration, such as power system short circuits and
clearance by circuit breakers, and whose time window of
interest is up to approximately 1 second from the event’s
appearance. This time duration is too short for the turbine
governors to respond. A dynamic study looks at the effects to
the power system for approximately 1 to 20+ seconds following
the event.
The second step is to develop an accurate system model
for the facility’s power generation and power distribution
(including the facility loads). This model can then be employed
for transient and dynamic system response studies with the
user looking very carefully at the behavior of the power
generation elements. For the transient stability study, a grossly
simplified model of a governor is acceptable or may not even
be required. However, a system dynamic study requires a
governor model that contains accurate depictions of the
thermal, mechanical, and governor limits of the turbine. A
system can seemingly survive a transient disturbance only to
collapse some time later because of the protective controller
actions from the governor.
The third step is to subject the system to all possible
contingencies it may see. This includes the loss of one
generation unit, a fault on the generator bus, a fault on a
distribution bus, a fault on a cable feed, the start of a large
motor, the loss of a bus coupler or tie line, and the loss of
significant load.
The fourth step is to analyze the simulation results and
validate them as credible. This means that the user has to
understand the capabilities of the equipment being modeled,
which in turn implies the user must have a certain level of
experience with this equipment.
The fifth step, once the system dynamics have been
properly modeled and understood, is to properly implement
protection systems that will take action and ensure that power
system stability is maintained.

Fig. 9 Frequency Response Comparison of a Governor in Droop and
Base Modes

A. Contingency-Based Load Shedding
A proven method for correction of power generation versus
load unbalance is to shed (trip) loads immediately upon the
opening of breakers through which active power is flowing. The
opening of a generator, bus coupler, or tie breaker under load
can create a power disparity. These are therefore classified as
contingencies that can cause power imbalance. Therefore, this
form of system is referred to as a contingency-based loadshedding protection system.
The contingency-based load-shedding protection system
has many names and acronyms throughout the world. These
systems are commonly called “special protection schemes”
(SPS) or “remedial action schemes” (RAS) by electrical
utilities. For industrial and commercial electric power systems,
these protection schemes are most commonly integrated into
an overall electrical power system protection package
containing many hundreds of multifunction protective relays.
These load- and generation-shedding protection schemes are
commonly included in many industrial power demand
management systems (PDMS).
Depending on the communications protocols and media,
modern, contingency-based load- and generation-shedding
protection systems can have closed-loop response times of
faster than 12 milliseconds over hundreds of kilometers,
thousands of contingencies, and tens of thousands of loads
[1]. This time is the measured total time from an input voltage
asserting to 90 percent of full voltage to an output contact fully
conducting on a controller’s I/O terminal blocks. This includes
the full conduction of output contacts that are rated for tripping;
therefore, interposing relays are no longer used in modern
systems. Because of these speeds, contingency-based
protection systems are now realistic for any size or type of
power system.
Various signals have been used over the years to initiate a
load-shedding contingency. These include breaker contacts
(52 A and B contacts), 86 lockout contacts, current thresholds,
out-of-step (OOS) conditions, protective relaying trip signals,
synchrophasor phase angle deflection [2], thermal limits on

VI. LOAD-SHEDDING PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Power system collapses quite commonly occur because the
power system frequency decays at an extreme rate and
protection systems trip off motors and generators, causing
further generation to trip, eventually cascading into a full
system outage. However common the outcome, the origination
of a system outage can have many different initiating factors.
The initiating events for a system outage may have occurred
seconds, minutes, or hours prior to the collapse. For small
industrial and islanded power systems, the most common form
of initiating event is the sudden loss (circuit breaker trip) of a
generator, bus coupler breaker, or tie breaker. If any of these
breakers suddenly are opened (under load), a power
imbalance will occur between the mechanical power created
by the turbines and the net sum of the electrical load on the
power system. This section deals specifically with proven
remediation methods used to rebalance the remaining turbines
and loads, thereby preventing system frequency decay.
The frequency decay rate of an electrical system under a
power deficit is related to the magnitude of the power deficit,
6

8.

Real-time, temperature-compensated modeling of the
long-term reserve margin capabilities of generators
and turbines. This is used to provide realistic limits to
any operator-entered IRM values.
9. System topology tracking. This includes complete
tracking of all breakers and disconnect statuses
carrying power between sources and loads. Loadshedding algorithms must know the routes in which
power is flowing between sheddable loads and
sources.
The inclusion of these basic concepts into a contingencybased load-shedding system is the reason many systems are
described with such terms as “predictive,” “flexible,” “adaptive,”
or “intelligent.” Reference [5] identifies a large number of other
critical characteristics of these systems.
Modern, contingency-based load- and generation-shedding
systems must handle multiple, closely timed events.
Unfortunately, current and voltage values commonly oscillate
following such a power system disturbance (contingency
event). These transient oscillations are easily measured with
modern electronics; however, without steady-state information,
the evaluation of (1) becomes impractical. Allowing a
contingency-based system to shed load based upon transient
information will commonly undershed or overshed, possibly
making a bad situation worse. Contingency-based systems are
therefore commonly inhibited from tripping action for some
time period following the first disturbance (contingency). Two
methods are commonly employed to provide load-shedding
protection for multiple, closely timed events:
• Queuing of contingency events and submillisecond
power-flow recalculation. This power flow is used to
determine the new steady-state conditions during
times of transient oscillations. Such schemes are most
commonly employed on mission-critical generationshedding schemes for utility systems [3].
• Backup underfrequency load-shedding system. These
systems provide protection for power disparities during
the contingency-based system transient inhibit [4].

generators, transformer overloads, voltage depressions, and
more. Each of the aforementioned contingency triggering
conditions has an impact on the overall system-shedding time
and the operational security of the overall scheme.
A single failure of a communications processing, logic
processing, or I/O device can be catastrophic in a contingencybased protection scheme. It is for this reason that modern
load- and generation-shedding schemes are built exclusively
on protection-class equipment with substation environmental
ratings. All protocols used are encrypted, protection-class
signals communicated over devoted communications
channels. For the most rigorous of applications, triple modular
redundant (TMR) voting schemes are used [3].
Modern, contingency-based load-shedding protection
systems perform all of their calculations and subsequent load
selections continuously and prior to any contingency event [4].
In this way, the system is always armed with the appropriate
load-shedding solution and continuously reports to the
operators the outcome of every possible future contingency
event.
The basic underlying equation used to select the amount of
load to be shed is:
m

Ln = Pn − ∑ IRMng

(1)

g =1

where:
n = contingency (event) number
m = number of sources (generators) in the system
g = generator number, 1 through m
Ln = amount of load selected for “n” event (MW)
Pn = power disparity caused by “n” event (MW)
IRMng = incremental reserve margin of all generators
(sources) remaining after “n” event (MW)
There are several key characteristics of modern loadshedding systems, including:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Pre-armed load-shed events, per (1). These arming
signals are commonly loaded into a construct called a
crosspoint switch matrix for ease of indexing and
operator display.
Operator selection of sheddable load priorities.
Operator selection of IRM for each power source
(generator).
Event logs (event reports) that capture detailed
analog and digital information of each event that
occurs, with up to 1-millisecond accuracy and time
durations of up to 30 seconds.
Sequence of event (SOE) logs, which capture all
changes of state of digital signals with 1-millisecond
accuracy.
1-millisecond or better accurate time synchronization
of all electronics to coordinated universal time (UTC).
This is most commonly accomplished by
synchronization of all electronics with IRIG-B satellite
time-synchronization signals.
System diagnostic logs to capture and time-stamp
any equipment anomalies.

B. Underfrequency Load Shedding
Underfrequency load-shedding schemes are commonly
employed in industrial power systems as a backup to a
contingency-based load-shedding system. In addition to
transient inhibit periods, maintenance issues such as
equipment failures, broken wiring, shorted CT windings, and dc
battery failures will cause a contingency-based load-shedding
protection system to not operate when needed. Clamping and
slew rate limiters in governors or fuel/air problems are other
situations for which a contingency-based load-shedding
protection system will not operate. Improper installation or
commissioning of protection equipment can also be another
reason that a contingency-based system will not react when
needed. All of these reasons make it mandatory that a backup
underfrequency-based load-shedding system be employed to
supplement a contingency-based system.
Unfortunately, there are severe limitations in traditional
underfrequency load-shedding protection systems, primarily
because this type of system only reacts after the system is in a
state of decay due to overload. These limitations have caused
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C. System Modeling and Validation
It is imperative to characterize a power system before the
configuration of any modern contingency- or underfrequencybased load-shedding scheme. This characterization is only
possible with a hardware and/or software package capable of
providing accurate “power system dynamic studies.” This is not
to be confused with “electrical transient stability studies,” as
previously discussed in this paper. The package used for loadshedding characterization must include accurate modeling of
governors, turbines, exciters, rotating machinery inertia, load
mechanical and electrical characteristics, electrical component
impedances, and magnetic saturation of electrical
components. Several of the parameters that come out of these
dynamic stability studies include: the IRM of each generator
and connected utility, (ΔF/ΔMW) of the system, coordination
validation between underfrequency backup systems and
contingency load-shedding systems, load makeup ratios, and
total system inertia (H). These parameters are crucial to the
proper operation and coordination of modern load-shedding
systems.
Various levels of testing go into the validation of any
complete load- or generation-based shedding. For the most
mission-critical applications, a live real-time simulation
environment is used to validate complete system performance.
This is accomplished with a hardware package capable of
providing both power system dynamic and electrical transient
frequencies of responses (i.e., it must accurately model all
mechanical and electrical systems). Such tasks are only
accomplished with several hundred parallel processors running
real time in a single-purpose simulation environment. To fully
validate the load- or generation-shedding protection systems,
the processors have direct, hard-wired connections to the
protection equipment’s CT, PT, and I/O connections. The
authors’ experience is that this form of real-time, closed-loop
simulation is essential to fully validate any new generation of
contingency-based
loadand/or
generation-shedding
equipment.

load-shedding systems to gain a bad reputation as
“untrustworthy.” It is the authors’ experience that
underfrequency-based systems based on single-function
underfrequency relays have an approximately 50 percent
likelihood of rescuing a power system from decay.
Hybrid underfrequency load-shedding systems serve to
correct all of the known weak points of traditional
underfrequency systems. These hybrid schemes still shed load
based on several underfrequency thresholds; however, the
signals are sent from remote devices to a centralized
processor. These protection schemes then dynamically select
from a prioritized load list. It is this similarity to contingencybased systems that gives this category of underfrequency
load-shedding systems the name “hybrid.”
Table I summarizes the advantages of hybrid
underfrequency schemes over traditional schemes that use
underfrequency elements in remote, separate relays.
TABLE I
UNDERFREQUENCY SCHEME COMPARISON

Item

Hybrid Underfrequency
Scheme

Relay Underfrequency
Scheme

1

Selects correct amount of
load to shed for every
underfrequency threshold
based on live power (MW)
and knowledge of the power
system R value.

Underfrequency elements
operate with any amount of
load through the shed
breaker. May not shed load
if load is off, or may shed
too much if load is larger
than anticipated.

2

Always sheds the optimal
amount of load (MW).

Basically a fixed,
nonadaptive system.

3

Sheds less load with better
impact.

Commonly sheds too much
load, sometimes resulting
in power system instability
or overfrequency.

4

Changing priority of
sheddable load is very easy;
just change the load priority
from the user interface.

Changing priority requires
changing underfrequency
pickups and timers on
discrete relays, very labor
intensive.

5

No maintenance.

Regular maintenance and
testing required on old
single-function
underfrequency relays.

6

Typically > 99.99999% of
availability.

Typically < 99.99% of
availability.

VII. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The purpose of this section is to provide some guidance for
applying the information provided in the previous sections of
this paper.
The first consideration in selecting the proper generation
configuration and load-shedding protection scheme is to
identify the sensitivity of the process to power outage events. If
the process can easily withstand significant loss of load without
adverse safety implications to the plant and personnel and if
lost profit opportunities are not a concern, the number of
generation units can be closely matched to the operating load
and loads shed as appropriate to minimize the outage. This
type of situation may be found in an islanded power system,
such as that found on floating production, storage, and
offloading vessels called FPSOs. A significant amount of load
that can be shed without adversely affecting the vessel’s
production may include water injection and sea water pumps.
These may be of enough magnitude to compensate for the
loss of one generation unit. It must be noted that even though
the process can tolerate load shedding, the generation units
must never be operated near the turbine’s firing temperature
limit. There has to be some margin left between the turbine’s
loading and the site-rated thermal maximum limit to allow for

The advances over traditional underfrequency load
shedding that these hybrid systems provide include the
following:
• Loads are dynamically selected (only active loads are
selected to be shed).
• Load consumption (MW) is incorporated into the
selection of load to shed.
• Power system topology is tracked, guaranteeing that
all loads that are shed are on the bus or island that
required load shedding.
• The incremental change in frequency (F) versus power
consumption (MW) is selected by the user (ΔF/ΔMW).
This ratio is normally determined by a power system
dynamic stability study.
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small deviations in load. This can also be referred to as a
margin for frequency maintenance. As small loads are
switched on and off onto a small group (four or less) of baseloaded machines, the frequency of the system may start a slow
decay. This becomes especially true if the small additional
loads stay on continuously. Unless safeguards are in effect to
automatically shed load or alert the operator to shed load, the
frequency may decay over several hours to a point that one or
more units reach a stall condition. The result will be a trip of
the turbine to protect it from entering a surge condition. The
other generation units are already at maximum loading when
the displaced load of a tripped generation unit is imposed upon
them. The whole system will collapse. Fast load shedding may
not be enough to prevent the system collapse for a system
operated in this manner.
If the process is deemed critical and load shedding should
be kept to a minimum, another philosophy must be adopted.
The authors recommend that for a critical process, the size of
the largest generation unit should not exceed 20 percent of the
total generation capacity. For a system of equally sized
machines, this translates to a minimum of five equally sized
units. In the authors’ experience, for such a system with five
equally sized machines operating with 20 percent thermal
margin left on each machine, the loss of one unit is
compensated for by the remaining four machines. The thermal
margin will of course vary depending upon the ambient
temperature, condition of the machines, and degradation of the
air inlet filters. With less thermal margin, a minimal amount of
load shedding may be needed to maintain the system’s
integrity. The optimal number and type of machines must be
considered from an economic perspective as well. Factors
such as capital equipment cost, maintenance intervals, and, in
some instances, size and weight may influence the final
selection of size, number, and type of turbine generation units.
Many islanded systems employ a large number of
generation units connected to a generation bus or a main
power distribution bus. In such situations, the user is
encouraged to look carefully at the X/R ratio of the current
imposed on the bus and circuit breakers during short-circuit
conditions. It may be that the dc offset created by the higher
X/R ratios of close-coupled generation may exceed the
capabilities of the circuit breakers. Higher-rated equipment,
delayed breaker operation, or series impedance may be
needed to compensate for this condition and allow the
equipment to operate safely.
Should the system architecture be designed such that the
overall power system can be broken into separate islands,
care must be taken not to separate load from generation by
high impedance. This is especially true if an expansion to an
existing facility may be adding additional load and generation
that would be coupled to the existing system by tie lines or
transformers. If too much impedance is required to connect the
various system parts together, a bottleneck to reactive power
flow will be created, and voltage support issues will arise.
A power management system with automatic generation
control may be considered to operate a system with multiple
generation units. This system can monitor the topology of the
system and dispatch the generation as needed to load each
generation unit in equal percentage. Reactive power flows can
be adjusted by this type of controller through transformer onload tap changers. Fast load shedding and fast generation
shedding can also be implemented as a subset of this system
but should be kept separate for system integrity reasons. Both
fast load-shedding and fast generation-shedding systems need

to maintain optimal response times less than 200 milliseconds
(including breaker opening times) to be effective. Times longer
than 250 milliseconds enter the time-response capability of
traditional underfrequency relaying.
VIII. CONCLUSION

The dynamic response of the turbine governor becomes
particularly important when the engines are operated to their
limits. This can be under normal operation of base-loading the
engines; it can be through imposition of large step-load
demands on the engines through loss of generation or through
the addition of significant blocks of load.
Islanded power systems with fewer, larger generators must
rely more heavily on strategies like contingency-based load
shedding. Traditional, underfrequency-based load-shedding
systems are not appropriate as primary blackout remediation
techniques for islanded systems. Hybrid underfrequency
schemes have proven to be an appropriate backup scheme if
they are properly coordinated with a primary, high-speed,
contingency-based system. Preferably, all load-shedding
system coordination and controls must be validated with a full
power system dynamic study with generator models that have
been validated against real data.
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